Class Roster As Sicilian Atlas Index, PS 97, Mace Avenue, The Bronx, 1964: A Reverse Ovidian Meditation

Belice
Brancaccio
Brucoli
Buscemi
Ciminna
Ferla
Gangi
Mineo
Messina
Modica
Mondello
Pantelleria
Partinico
Paterno
Provenzano
Ragusa
Salemi
Sciacca
Terranova

The above-named changed from earthly towns to American children as Jupiter and Juno made concessions to the fleeting urges of the other gods, to squabbling in the extended family, to their own dim-minded mistakes, and thus brought chance and change to these disgraziati. Locations to locutions. Sing a song of heavenly glittering.